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Abstract

Central banks have a variety of tools for implementing monetary policy, but the tool that has received the most attention in the literature has been the overnight interest rate. The financial crisis that erupted in the summer of 2007 has refocused attention on other channels of monetary policy, notably the transmission of policy through the supply of credit and overall conditions in the capital markets. In 2008, the Federal Reserve put into place various lender-of-last-resort programs under section 13(3) of the Federal Reserve Act in order to cushion the strains on financial intermediaries’ balance sheets and thereby target the unusually wide spreads in a variety of credit markets. While classic monetary policy targets a price (for example, the federal funds rate), the liquidity facilities affect balance-sheet quantities. The financial crisis forcefully demonstrated that the collapse of the financial sector’s balance-sheet capacity can have powerful adverse effects on the real economy. We reexamine the distinctions between prices and quantities in monetary policy transmission.
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1. Introduction

Central banks have a variety of tools for implementing monetary policy, but the tool that has received the most attention in the mainstream literature has been the overnight interest rate. In the case of the United States, the Federal Reserve targets the “Federal Funds rate”, an overnight interbank interest rate among U.S. banks with reserves at the Federal Reserve. However, mainstream models of monetary economics have virtually no direct role for the overnight interest rate to affect the economy. The conventional view is summarized forcefully by Alan Blinder (1998), who states

"central banks generally control only the overnight interest rate, an interest rate that is relevant to virtually no economically interesting transactions. Monetary policy has important macroeconomic effects only to the extent that it moves financial market prices that really matter - like long-term interest rates, stock market values and exchange rates."

Instead, the mainstream approach in monetary economics has been to emphasize the importance of managing market expectations. By charting a path for future short rates and communicating this path clearly to the market, the central bank can influence long rates and thereby influence mortgage rates, corporate lending rates and other prices that affect consumption and investment. This "expectations channel" of monetary policy had become the dominant theme in many central banks, especially among those that practice inflation targeting.¹

However, the financial crisis that erupted in the summer of 2007 has refocused attention on other channels of monetary policy, notably the channel that works through the supply of credit and overall capital market conditions. Borio and Zhou (2008) have coined the term “risk-taking channel” of monetary policy to describe the broad set of effects that work through expansive behavior of financial intermediaries and the feedback effects that result from the increased supply of credit.

One taxonomy that sheds light on the debate is to make a distinction along two dimensions:

- Prices versus quantities.
- Demand for credit versus the supply of credit.

The crisis management efforts since the eruption of the financial crisis illustrate well the first distinction between prices versus quantities. Central bank liquidity facilities that attempt to counter the shrinking of intermediary balance sheets have become a key plank of policy, especially after short term interest rates were pushed close to their zero lower bound.

The Federal Reserve has put into place various lender of last resort programs under section 13(3) of the Federal Reserve act in order to cushion the strains on balance sheets, and thereby target the unusually wide spreads in a variety of credit markets. Liquidity facilities have been aimed at the repo market (TSLF and PDCF), the commercial paper (CP) market (CPFF and AMLF), and ABS markets (TALF). In addition, the Federal Reserve made outright purchases of Treasury and agency securities and has increased backstop lending via the Term Auction Facility (TAF) and foreign exchange Swap lines (FX Swaps). The common element in the liquidity facilities, the outright purchases, and the lending facilities is to alleviate the strains associated with the shrinking balance sheets of intermediaries. The narrowing of spreads is a by-product of such actions. While classic monetary policy targets a price (e.g. the Fed Funds rate), the liquidity facilities affect balance sheet quantities.

The balance sheet expansion of the Federal Reserve as a result of the 13(3) liquidity facilities has refocused the monetary policy debate on the role of quantities in the monetary policy transmission mechanism. The financial crisis forcefully demonstrated that the collapse of balance sheet capacity of the financial sector can have powerful adverse affects on the real economy.

It may be argued that the crisis management efforts of a central bank are driven by special considerations that are not operative under “normal” conditions. Against this, the counterargument is that the crisis did not erupt out of the blue, but instead culminated from a
long accumulation of vulnerabilities that were left unchecked. The relevant question, then, is whether a focus on the risk-taking channel of monetary may have led to a better outcome.

In this respect, a re-examination of the conventional tenets of monetary policy are in order. The distinctions between prices and quantities and between the supply of credit and the demand for credit take on added weight. In order to understand the distinctions better, it is useful to review the effect of monetary policy on the demand for and supply of credit.

2. Demand for credit

Credit is demanded by non-financial corporations, households and the government sector (both central government and local government). Non-financial firms need to finance new investment in the physical capital stock, while households primarily finance the acquisition of housing and consumption. For consumption purposes, durable goods consumption such as auto purchases and consumer loans tend to be particularly important for the credit markets. The Federal, State, and Local government debt is also an important determinant of the demand of credit. Most of the public debt is financed via Treasury or municipal bond issuance.

For the corporate and household sector, the demand for credit is influenced by the level of interest rates, as well as credit spreads. In addition, households’ and firms’ net worth determines the extent of their borrowing capacity.

The standard visualization of the cost of demand for credit is the yield curve; it plots the yields at different maturities. In Figure 1, we plot yield curves for three dates: May 2007, May 2008, and May 2009. We can see that the yield curve was more or less flat in the Spring of 2007, before the onset of the crisis. By May 2008, immediately following the Bear Stearns crisis, the Federal Funds target was cut from 5.25% to 2%, leading to a sharp steepening of the yield curve. By May 2009, the Federal Funds target was set to a 0-0.25% corridor, giving rise to a further steepening of the curve. The Fed Funds target cuts were designed to lower the cost of borrowing, thus stimulating the demand for credit and hence overall economic activity.
If the demand for credit is all that matters, then the position and slope of the yield curve (as well as the net worth of the borrower) are paramount. The expectations channel of monetary policy and the importance of the management of expectations are then well-motivated.

**Figure 1: The Term Structure of Interest Rates**

Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve.
3. The Supply of Credit

Credit is supplied by financial intermediaries such as traditional commercial banks, as well as institutions of the “shadow banking system” such as security broker-dealers and ABS issuers. If credit supply is the main determinant of the quantity of credit in the economy, the key is to understand the motivation of financial intermediaries, and how capital market conditions determine their behavior. For monetary policy, the question is how the central bank affects capital market conditions that ultimately affect the supply of credit.

The starting point in understanding credit supply is the delegation of capital allocation decisions to financial intermediaries. Savers --- including households and non-financial corporations --- delegate capital allocation decisions to intermediaries. This delegation raises agency problems, which are (at least potentially) solved by constraints on leverage, risk management, and credit ratings, as well as targets for measure such as ROE or ROA. One particularly simple way to summarize such constraints is to look at haircuts --- the amount of overcollateralization that is required for borrowing against risky asset collateral.

Monetary policy and lender of last resort policies affect overall capital market conditions through the balance sheets of financial intermediaries. The variation of the Federal Funds target primarily moves around the slope of the yield curve, making the lend-long/borrow-short carry more or less profitable. Central Bank liquidity facilities work through the equilibrium trade-off between credit spreads and haircuts. An increase of central bank lending against a particular asset class will tend to lower haircuts and spreads. As the financial crisis can be viewed as a shortage of financial intermediary balance sheet capacity, lender of last resort operations tend to offset the decline of that capacity. The Federal Reserve’s balance sheet expansion can thus be viewed as an emergency replacement of lost private sector balance sheet capacity by the public sector.
4. Refocusing Monetary Policy

Prior to 1980, the monetary policy literature primarily focused on the role of monetary aggregates for the supply of credit. However, with the emergence of the market based financial system, the ratio of high powered money to total credit (the money multiplier) became highly unstable. As a consequence, monetary aggregates faded from both the policy debate and the monetary policy literature.

However, there is a sense in which the focus on balance sheet quantities is appropriate. The mechanism that has amplified fluctuations in capital market conditions is the fluctuations in leverage and the associated changes in haircuts in collateralized credit markets. As the uncertainty of the future of mortgage backed securities increased in 2007, haircuts on MBS and ABS increased, forcing institutions to either unwind, or to move assets from off balance sheet vehicles onto bank balance sheets. This shifted funding of long term assets from collateralized ABCP and repo markets into the uncollateralized money markets, with the effect of massively increasing money market spreads, such as the Libor-Treasury spread.

Financial intermediaries tend to hold long term assets, financed by short term collateralized liabilities. In order to obtain funds, intermediaries lend out assets they already own and receive cash, which in turn can be invested in additional assets. The constraint on how much of such collateralized lending can be done is imposed by the level of haircuts. Haircuts can be thought of as the percentage down payment an intermediary has to make in order to finance an asset. When a haircut is 20%, the intermediary can take out a maximum leverage of 1/20%=5. When haircuts increase from 20% to 50%, the intermediary has to unwind to 1/50%=2 times leverage.
In this way, haircuts determine the amount of leverage that investors can obtain in repo markets. The haircut is the overcollateralization of a specific type of collateralized borrowing agreement; the repurchase agreement (or repo).

One way to visualize the effect is through shifts in the haircut curve, plotted in Figure 2. The curve plots option adjusted credit spreads for corporate and ABS of different ratings against the percent haircut. The credit spread is a proxy for the expected return for being long the particular security, and short the Treasury security of matching duration.

Recall that a 5% haircut means that an investor has to overcollateralize a particular repo transaction by 5%, thus allowing a leverage of $1/5\% = 20/1$. If haircuts for a particular security increase—say from 5% to 10%—the investor’s maximum leverage is reduced from 20/1 to $1/10\% = 10/1$. 

---

**Figure 2: The Haircut Curve**

Note: Credit spreads are option adjusted. Haircuts are for triparty repos. Source: DTCC, Bloomberg.
Table 1: Spreads and Haircuts for Fixed Income Securities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Haircuts</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Spreads</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May-07</td>
<td>May-08</td>
<td>May-09</td>
<td>May-07</td>
<td>May-08</td>
<td>May-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt A</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt Baa</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS Aaa</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt Ba</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt B</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debt Caa</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>932</td>
<td>1573</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Credit spreads are option adjusted. Haircuts are for triparty repos.
Source: DTCC, Bloomberg.

The haircut curves of Figure 2 represent equilibrium relationships between credit spreads and haircuts. Before the financial crisis, in May 2007, the maximum haircut for the most illiquid security of the sample --- Caa rated corporate debt securities --- was 25% (see Table 1). In May 2008, this haircut had increased to 100%, implying that Caa corporate had become totally illiquid: these securities could no longer be used as collateral in repo transactions. At the same time, spreads of the Caa corporate had increased from 396 basis points to 932 basis points. Part of this increase in the spread likely reflected the deterioration of the underlying credit quality. However, part of the increase in spread simply reflected the inability of Caa securities to be used by levered financial institutions. For securities with a 100% haircut, the acquisition of the security has to be fully funded, as it has become impossible to borrow against the security. Caa corporate continued to have a 100% haircut in May 2009, while the credit spread increased to 1573 basis points. Higher rated securities, such as the Aaa rated ABS that is used in Figure 2, and in Table 1, tell a similar story. Haircuts increased from 10% to 25% between May 2007 and May 2008, and then to 35% in May 2009. Over that time
horizon, spreads increased from 73 to 327, and then to 350. Such a relationship between haircuts and credit spreads are predicted by the general equilibrium asset pricing theory of Garleanu and Pedersen (2009).

The haircut curve has three important dimensions: level, slope, and length. As the crisis unwound, the curve shifted up (i.e. credit spreads increased for any given haircut), the curve became steeper (i.e. each additional unit of haircut demanded a higher compensation in terms of credit spread), and the curve became longer, shifting to the right (the haircuts on the most liquid and least liquid securities both increased). Such shifts in level, slope, and length can be compared to the traditional level, slope, curvature shifts of the Treasury yield curve (see Figure 1). The major advantage of the plotting of the haircut curve is that it clearly shows the impact of a crisis: haircut increases are both causes and consequences of financial a crisis. In contrast, the term structure of interest rates does not unambiguously show crisis. For example, the three yield curves of Figure 1 happen to coincide with the financial crisis, but such shapes are not necessarily related to the crisis.

One consequence of the fluctuation in haircuts is the associated fluctuations in balance sheet quantities. Figure 3 plots the sum of financial sector commercial paper (CP) and primary dealer repos, as a fraction of M2. Financial CP is primarily used to finance the activities of the shadow banking system (sometimes called the market based system). The market based banking system comprises institutions that act like banks, but that do not possess the “carrots and sticks” of banks. In particular, they are institutions that hold securitized credit on the asset side of their balance sheets (for example, pools of credit card receivables, pools of car loans, or pools of mortgages), and that finance those assets by issuing commercial paper. However, such institutions are not banks, i.e. they do not usually have access to the discount window or FDIC insurance (the “carrots”), and are often subject to less regulation than traditional commercial banks (the “stick”). Such market based banking institutions could be structured investment vehicles (SIVs) or finance companies. The other important set of market based financial intermediaries are security broker dealers. Broker dealers often use repo transactions to finance their balance sheet.
Figure 3: Repos and Financial CP as Fraction of M2 (weekly)

Figure 3 shows that the short term liabilities of the market based banking system had reached a similar order of magnitude as the main short term liabilities of the traditional banking system in August 2007. The period of August 8, 2007 – September 10, 2008 saw a slow decline in the share of market based short term liabilities relative to M2. This decline rapidly accelerated after the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers in September 2008. By April 2009, the share of the market based system liabilities had returned to a level below 50%, comparable to the mid-1990’s.
5. **Central Bank Policy Rules**

Baseline macroeconomic models usually comprise three key state variables: the short term interest rate (the Fed Funds target), real activity (GDP growth), and inflation (core CPI inflation). In addition, such models implicitly define a pricing kernel, allowing the calculation of the whole term structure of interest rates from the dynamics of the state variables. However, as we have argued above, such an approach is missing a key state variable: the leverage of the financial sector. Central bank policy rules can thus be expressed as functions of the three state variables:

$$ \text{Fed Funds Target} = F(\text{GDP}, \text{Inflation}, \text{Leverage}) $$

$$ \text{Quantitative policy} = Q(\text{GDP}, \text{Inflation}, \text{Leverage}) $$

The second rule superficially resembles monetary aggregate targeting. However, it is more directly related to broader aggregates, such as repos and commercial paper, which finance the shadow banking system. The liquidity facilities mentioned in the introduction (TALF, CPFF, etc.) can be directly viewed as such quantity policies.

Empirical asset pricing evidence strongly points towards the importance of the leverage factor in determining the cost of capital. Adrian and Shin (2007), Adrian, Etula, Shin (2009), and Adrian, Moench, Shin (2009) demonstrate for a wide variety of asset classes that leverage proxies can forecast excess returns, controlling for macro factors. These finding are significant, as they link balance sheet quantities to asset prices, and hence provide the link that makes liquidity provision policies affect real economic activity. In addition, these results have the potential to solve long standing asset pricing puzzles described in the macroeconomic literature.
6. Monetary Policy Lessons

Financial intermediaries lie at the heart of both monetary policy transmission and liquidity policies. The interaction of financial intermediaries’ balance sheet management with changes in asset prices and measured risks represents an important component in the transmission mechanism of monetary policy.

Financial intermediary balance sheet management matters for the real economy, as well as for the soundness of the financial system. The lesson for the conduct of monetary policy is that the interaction of leverage constraints of financial intermediaries, short term interest rates, and financial asset quantities are important to consider in conjunction. Our discussion suggests that tracking measures of financial market liquidity derived from the balance sheets of intermediaries has some information value in the conduct of monetary policy.
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